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t’s no secret that South Africa’s economy has been
impacted significantly by the recent credit rating
downgrades. One needn’t be a seasoned economist to know
that there will be a ripple effect and it will be felt across
multiple industries.
So, the timing of the ITWeb Continuity SA Business
Resilience survey on page 6 could not have been better.
It makes the point that having a continuity plan in place to
manage disruption is only the first step – this plan must be
communicated throughout the business if it is to add value.
Also in this edition, our industry experts share their
insight into the latest on data privacy, big data analytics
and agility in business – along with a very interesting piece
about the potential of IoT to help save the rhino.
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COLUMN
By LEE NAIK, TRANSUNION AFRICA CEO

Take your personalisation
strategy into hyper-drive
TransUnion Africa CEO Lee Naik looks at how hyper-personal services could
help business survive in these tough times.

F

ood prices are up, petrol's up,
inflation's about to go up, and everyone
seems to be worried about their investments
going belly up. So how, in the face of bad
news and stressed out customers, do
businesses keep their heads up?
The answer could be to take a page out
of the Easter playbook: surprise them.
Not with chocolate (although you could
probably still grab some post-Easter
Bunny specials) but with your brand's
equivalent of a personalised egg, served
with your customer's favourite filling and
their preferred brand of chocolate.
In tough economic circumstances,
you can't assume customers will come
to you. So, why not go to them, offering
personalised services wherever they
might be? According to Deloitte, a fifth
of consumers are willing to pay a 20%
premium for personalised products and
services.
Of course, the fact that we like services
that are tailored in some way isn't exactly
new. Netflix and Amazon have been
perfecting the art of personalisation
for years, tailoring their front pages
according to previous tastes and viewing
habits, with many purely digital products
following suit. To stand out, you need to
offer something more than a personalised
newsletter. Enter hyper-personalisation.
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Hyper-personalisation takes it a
step further, personalising not just a
single product or service but an entire
experience, often outside the brand's
traditional channels. It uses technologies
like AI, geolocation, facial recognition,
3D printing, sentiment analysis and
more to understand and tailor services
to customers in a way that we could
previously only dream about.
So instead of your favourite coffee
shop e-mailing you a voucher for a free
cappuccino on your birthday, it's sending
you a coupon to its Umhlanga branch
because it detects you're on holiday
nearby. Then, when you sit down,
your waiter's ready with your favourite
coffee, with your name mixed in the
foam. Starbucks is already in the process
of implementing these kinds of ultrapersonalised experiences.

Not so fast with
that baby package
Just about every consumer-facing
industry is loaded with opportunities for
hyper-personalisation, but for current
examples, you need look no further than
the insurance industry. AllLife Insurance,
for example, was one of the first in SA to
offer customised coverage according to
its patients' lifestyle behaviours about
a decade ago. As the means to monitor
things like health and driving become
commonplace thanks to wearables,
we should see even more customised
premiums.
While hyper-personalisation might
on the surface sound like the realm of
marketing, it's IT that needs to take the
reins in putting in place the necessary
business intelligence.
It's not just the coverage side of it that's
benefitting from hyper-personalisation.
Here's a personal example: a while ago,
my pool filter pump broke down and I
filed a claim with my insurance provider.
A week later, post the pump being fixed,
a mysterious package arrived at my house
– lo and behold, it was a pool float to go

with my fully functioning pool.
Of course, there's a fine line between
a good surprise and a creepy one. We
all remember the story of how Target
was able to guess one of its customers
was pregnant and congratulated her
by sending vouchers. There's just one
problem: the girl was still a teenager, and
the vouchers were delivered to her father,
who found out before she could tell him.
Hyper-personalisation can be
extremely powerful, which is why it
needs guardrails in place to make sure
the data is being used as beneficially as
possible. Establishing trust through a
culture of transparency and a robust data
security strategy is important before
embarking on any hyper-personalisation
strategy. It is essential that users are
able to opt in and out of the gathering of
personal information and highly-tailored
experiences.

The secrets
in the hay bale
While hyper-personalisation might on the
surface sound like the realm of marketing,
it's IT that needs to take the reins in
putting in place the necessary business
intelligence. Micro-segmentation to this
degree is a little like searching for a needle
in a stadium full of haystacks. The key is
to make sure you have the right datagathering and processing models in place,
before piloting on a small scale.
Are your existing systems built to
enable and deliver a great customer
experience, or do you need to upgrade?
Do you have rigorous processes in place to
iterate and test any new personalisation
aspects you introduce into your brand's
experiences? Are you working closely
with your marketing team to make sure
they're able to gather the right data from
the relevant points in the buyer's journey?
Ultimately, the success of any hyperpersonalisation efforts are going to
depend on the robustness of your data
architecture. Is yours ready for the age of
the hyper-personal?
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OpenText recognised for leadership
OpenText, a global leader in enterprise information management
(EIM), announced that analyst firm Forrester Research has named
OpenText a leader in its Wave evaluations of enterprise content
management (ECM) for transactional content services as well as
business content services. The reports look comprehensively at the
ECM market, identifying the most significant software providers,
and evaluated both OpenText Content Suite and OpenText
Documentum. The report on Business Content Services cites
OpenText's continued "hybrid approach, making its Content Suite
available in the OpenText Cloud, as well as customers' preferred
public cloud services such as Azure or Amazon".
www.opentext.com

Double acquisition consolidates
EET Europarts' Pro-AV business
EET Europarts has acquired DK-based DS-Display and SE-based
Projektor System. Both companies are specialised distributors
within professional AV solutions, and both are well-reputed market
leaders in their home markets. Group CEO at EET Group, John
Thomas, says: "Acquisitions are an important part of our overall
growth strategy, and a contributing factor to our successful growth
of the Pro-AV & Digital Signage business. During the last two years,
we have grown the business substantially, both organic as well as
through acquisitions. Our ambition is to become one of the leading
distributors within Pro-AV & Digital Signage in Europe before 2020.”
www.eetgroup.com

Praesignis
analyses social
media during SA
protest actions
Following the recent cabinet
reshuffle and subsequent
downgrade of South Africa's
economic rating, there has been
a surge in the number of public
tweets and posts on related
topics. Praesignis, in partnership
with Insights Radar, conducted a social media analysis on related
protest actions. According to the findings of the report, Twitter was
used as the main medium to spread the word on the public protests
and to spread the images of the protests. For the duration of the
monitoring period, there were over 450 000 hits on this topic – and
more than 90% of these hits came from Twitter accounts.
www.praesignis.co.za

XaaS benefits SA businesses
From infrastructure to disaster recovery, platform to software,
virtual desktops to applications and customer relationship
management, there are a massive amount of business services
now available off-premises as cloud-based solutions. "IT itself has
transitioned from being local or on-site to on-demand, irrespective
of where users are situated," says Louis Pienaar, BU head of Cloud
Core Services at EOH. "In fact, there has been such a surge in cloudbased technology, they can no longer all be categorised under a
single, generic umbrella such as SaaS, but are now categorised in an
over-arching term called XaaS. The possibilities are endless.”
www.eohcloud.co.za

Meniko
attends Global
Entrepreneurship
Congress 2017
The Kauffman Foundation
brought together host
organisations from nearly
60 nations to create the first
ever Global Entrepreneurship
Congress (GEC) in March 2009 at
its headquarters in Kansas City.
The GEC is an entrepreneurial ecosystem connecting people across
borders to share their ideas and transform innovation into reality
– in turn, growing economies and expanding human welfare. For
the very first time on African soil, thousands of entrepreneurs,
investors, policymakers and researchers descended for the Global
Entrepreneurship Congress of 2017. Delegates from more than 170
countries gathered in Johannesburg to discuss entrepreneurship.
The focus of this year's GEC was digital disruption.
www.meniko.co.za

Omni Business Solutions
in partnership with VOD
Communications
Omni Business Solutions, a diverse IT Solutions and outsourcing
company, announces its strategic partnership with VOD
Communications to expand its wireless wide area networks
(WWAN), telecommunications, mobility, cloud, Internet of things
(IOT) and machine-to-machine (M2M) product/service offering
in the Sub-Saharan African region. The Omni Business Solutions –
VOD Communications partnership will be an extension of the shared
vision and offering that will benefit small, medium and enterprise
(SME) customers more quickly and easily adapt to offered platforms.
Customers will be able to efficiently and effortlessly embrace their
proven defined solution while preserving their existing investments
and creating new business opportunities.
www.vodcs.co.za

Sizwe IT
Group appoints
female non-exec
board member
Sizwe IT Group, one of South
Africa's leading integrated
ICT solutions providers,
recently appointed Geraldine
Mokgethi as its latest female
non-executive board member.
Mokgethi's appointment
aligns to Sizwe IT Group's absolute commitment to gender
equality, women empowerment and economic transformation in
South Africa. Reverend Dr Vukile Mehana, chairman of Sizwe IT
Group, says: "We're delighted to have Geraldine on board. She's a
strategic thinker and astute business leader who was previously
instrumental in identifying, designing and leading development
initiatives for various organisations and established corporate
businesses." Mokgethi has a solid background as a B-BBEE expert,
and is passionate about achieving transformational success.
www.sizwegroup.co.za
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KDS Direct redefines
office automation industry
KDS Direct, in an attempt to make office automation accessible to
businesses of all sizes, launched its e-commerce Web site to display
a wide variety of KYOCERA products and services. One unique
feature about the Web site offering is the level of service flexibility
and the number of purchase options it makes available to its business
customers. KDS Direct is a true partner to SMEs. It provides a service
that exemplifies that in every sense of the word. For SMEs concerned
about the initial cost outlay involved in purchasing an OAS, KDS
Direct makes it easy for your business to rent.
www.kdsdirect.co.za

SVA Innovate awarded
SVA Holdings technology company, SVA Innovate, recently entered
the Top Technology 100 awards under the emerging enterprises
category, and walked away with several awards including:
Director Generals Award for Overall Excellence; The Management
of Technology; The Management of Innovation; Sustainable
Performance; and Finalist for the Management of People. The Da
Vinci TT100 Business Innovation Awards Programme is South Africa's
foremost business Awards programme. TT100 has been recognising
innovation and technological prowess in South African companies
for more than 25 years. TT100 offers companies the opportunity to
measure their achievements against the best in the country.
www.sva-security.co.za

ISACA SA
2017 Annual
General Meeting
The ISACA South Africa Chapter
2017 AGM was held at Monte
Casino, Johannesburg, on 31
March 2017. Chapter president
Tichaona Zororo advised that the
organisation’s current theme is
engage, grow and retain. Strategic
targets were also highlighted and
various initiatives are in place to
help achieve these by April 2018.
www.isaca.org

Tichaona Zororo, ISACA

TECHFORUM
Softworx outlines the four Ds
of agri-tech in the 21st century
The key to ensuring sustainable production is an efficient and
reliable value chain, says Jane Thomson, MD of Softworx. To achieve
efficiency in the agricultural value chain, the four Ds of agri-tech
must be implemented: depth, dispersed operations, development
and drive." To achieve depth, a micro-vertical application of
technology is required. "To deliver efficiency improvements on
this scale, technology enhancements across the food industry will
need to be drastic. This spans agriculture, aquaculture and the
supply chain throughout farming, food production and processing,"
believes Thomson. “The increased demand for food will be one of
the key trends shaping business and society in the next 20 years.”
www.softworx.co.za
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APG Cash
Drawer
partners
with EET
Europarts
APG Cash Drawer, a
global manufacturer
of cash management
solutions, has confirmed
a new European
distribution relationship with EET Europarts. The alliance extends
APG's reach across EMEA, matching the increased consumer
demand within the competitive POS marketplace, and signifies a
unified mission to quickly deliver the latest cash drawer technology.
www.eetgroup.com

Daly invests in innovation
to enable customer experience
After 17 years in the collections contact centre business, Daly Credit
Corporation and its associate companies are moving to new and
bigger premises. The transition of the business, which currently
operates from two separate premises in Mount Edgecombe, will be
effected on a staged basis over a period of three months, starting
in May 2017. The move to the company's new 7 100m2 Daly Group
Building, in Mount Edgecombe, will be the third move in the
history of the business and represents an exciting milestone in
its journey. Daly Credit Corporation has over 500 employees and
services banks, retailers and other credit providing companies.
www.dalycreditcorp.com

Zensar ties
up with TUT
University
to provide
enhanced
ICT skills
Zensar Technologies,
a leading provider
of digital solutions,
software and
infrastructure services,
announced that it has
entered into a formal
MOU with the Tshwane
University of Technology (TUT), Pretoria, South Africa as part of
its Skill Development Program (SDP) which is aimed at developing
new IT skills and generating employment.
www.zensar.com

COMPANY NEWS
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PaySpace says
technology can
boost HR

Bruce van Wyk, PaySpace

Out with
spreadsheets,
in with cloud
The world is full of companies
that still manage their business
processes via spreadsheets.
When you consider the
advanced technological age we
work in, relying on this oldfashioned legacy infrastructure
is completely unnecessary and
very inefficient, says Bruce van
Wyk, director of PaySpace.
www.payspace.com

Inefficient processes in
the workplace are not
just time-consuming and
frustrating, they can also
knock a company's profits.
In the pursuit of greater
efficiency, more businesses
are choosing to implement
a tech-driven productivity
strategy and seeing
significant improvements.
However, many companies
still overlook their human
resources (HR) departments
when overhauling their
processes. This is mostly
because company executives
generally consider HR a purely
administrative role – primarily
to manage paperwork,
talent and compliance. Too
few believe HR and payroll
professionals have the
potential to lead a business
and contribute to its strategic
objectives, says Bruce van
Wyk, director of PaySpace.
www.payspace.com

Zinia puts
customer centre
stage

Embracing
digital change
The [digital] evolution is
now a practical reality
and organisations need to
embrace the efficiencies it
provides, says Chris Daffy,
chief commercial officer of
MobileData. One only needs to
look at how cellular and mobile
technologies have become
integrated in all aspects of our
lives to realise this, says Daffy.
www.mobile-data.co.za

True customer service is about
infusing the entire company
with a service culture to create
an environment of exceptional
customer service at every level,
says Warren Bonheim, chief
commercial officer at Zinia. It
is no secret that South Africa
in general has a culture of poor
customer service. The reality
is that a customer-centric
model means overhauling both
the culture and systems of a
company to bring an experience
that doesn't just meet customer
expectations, but exceeds
them at every turn. One such
company doing exactly this
is Zinia, a business Internet
telecoms service provider, who
has created a culture of service
excellence unheard of in the
telecoms space.
www.zinia.co.za

Junk status – what does
it mean for SA businesses
With South Africa's sovereign credit rating now at junk status
or sub-investment grade, life for ordinary South Africans and
South African businesses just got a whole lot worse, says June
Daniels, business development executive – Praesignis. Should
there be a spike in job losses, one of the biggest challenges
businesses will be faced with is operational effectiveness, as
capacity and resource issues start to impact productivity and
deliverables. With an extensive stable of BI, data analytics and data
visualisation products and services, Praesignis can offer businesses
comprehensive solutions to consistently manage their data and
extract value in this turbulent economic climate.
www.praesignis.co.za

Don’t wait for
SA to adopt
cloud – it’s
already
happened
If you are still thinking
whether cloud is for your
company, you are already late
to the party, says Quinton
Pienaar, CEO of Agilitude.
Attitudes have changed
and fewer South African
professionals are mulling the
‘if' of cloud, asking about
security and data costs.
Those conversations have
moved on to what more
cloud has to offer. Everyone
wants to take advantage of
the new business technology
world. “When I first
became involved with the
executive level, more time
would be spent discussing
office party budgets than
the multimillion-rand
technology project. The latter
was IT's problem. Today, that
no longer happens,”
says Pienaar.
www.agilitude.co.za

Richard Firth, MIP

The payslip of
the future
HR practitioners are uniquely
positioned to harness
technology to speed up
recruiting, boost productivity,
and increase efficiencies,
says Richard Firth, chairman
and CEO of MIP. The advent
of remote workers and the
cloud technologies they are
increasingly relying on, as
well as gamification and social
applications, are changing the
HR function.
www.mip.co.za

IOT boosts RFID growth
RFID equipment revenue – transponders, readers, software and
services – is expected to double to $22 billion by 2020! As an
integral layer of the Internet of things, RFID has regained its space
as an important and growing technology for the future. Nina
Turner, a research manager at IDC, notes while RFID failed to live
up to its lofty initial expectations, "its future is far from hopeless".
Being able to tag, read and know the what, where and when of an
item is what makes IOT so powerful. There is almost nothing you
cannot elegantly and effectively RFID tag today.
www.cradle.co.za
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BUSINESS RESILIENCE SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

How quickly can you
recover from a disruption?
It’s not enough to have a business continuity plan. It must
be effectively communicated, too.

CINDY BODENSTEIN, marketing manager
at ContinuitySA

S

outh African organisations are generally
aware of the importance of having
a reliable business resilience strategy to
protect against the negative impact of
business disruption.
In a recent business resilience survey
conducted by ITWeb and ContinuitySA,
almost 60% of the participants said their
organisation had both a business continuity
and a disaster recovery plan in place.
However, almost 70% believe the plan is not
effectively communicated throughout the
organisation. Only 8% report it is.
"A business continuity plan is critical
because it looks beyond dealing with an
emergency or disaster itself. It considers
what will be required to get the business
up and running as soon as possible after an
event," said Cindy Bodenstein, marketing
manager at ContinuitySA, commenting on
the survey results.
Having a detailed plan that is regularly
tested will minimise the effects of a disruption
within an organisation, thereby reducing the
risk of financial loss, she added.
A whopping 75% of companies, according
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to statistics, experience business failure within
a three-year period if they do not have a
business continuity plan in place.
"The objective is to minimise the
disruptions in business to maintain high trust
and confidence in the organisation," said
Bodenstein.
"Management should proactively
incorporate business continuity considerations
into the overall design of its business model to
mitigate the risk of service disruptions."
Over 60% of respondents reported that
business continuity management is on the
board of directors’ agenda, and over 40% had
added disaster recovery and business resilience
into service level agreements with their key
service providers.
The majority expressed confidence that
their organisation can continue business with
negligible disruption in the event of a disaster.
Commenting on this finding, Bodenstein
said an organisation should ideally conduct a
business impact analysis to identify timesensitive or critical business functions and
processes, and the resources that support
them. "Once this has been carried out, an
organisation can then identify, document
and implement to recover critical business
functions and processes."
She noted a business continuity team
should be set up to compile a plan to manage a
business disruption.

Cost factors
For the 18% of businesses that don’t have a
business resilience plan in place, or are unsure
of it, the top two reasons are the prohibitive
cost and the lack of skills and resources.
The main causes of downtime within the
past two years are power outages (56%)
and software and network failures (51%),
and to a lesser degree configuration change
management issues and system upgrades
(23%). Only 10% of business had experienced
no downtime at all.
By far the biggest concern with putting
mission critical data in the cloud remains
security (52%), followed by accessibility
(23%). Over half of the respondents (57%)
believe cloud computing and a mobile

workforce alleviate the need for a disaster
recovery site; however, 37% are not in
agreement with this.
"For some organisations this may be
the case,” commented Bodenstein. “For
example, with cloud disaster recovery in
place, businesses can recover critical IT
systems and data without the expense of a
disaster recovery site. It is dependent on the
organisation and what their requirements are
as outlined in their business continuity plans."

Resilience is key
An overwhelming majority of respondents
(80%) stated the primary reason for their
business continuity management programme
is organisational resilience and continuity
of business. Reputation protection came in
second at 55%.
"Retaining a positive company brand
and image gives staff, clients and suppliers
confidence in an organisation's services,"
noted Bodenstein. "Having a business
continuity plan enhances an organisation's
image with employees, shareholders and
customers by demonstrating a proactive and
mature attitude towards business resilience."
Additional benefits include improvement
in overall organisational efficiency and
identifying the relationship of assets, human
and financial resources to critical services and
deliverables, she added.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2017 Business Resilience Survey set out to
determine:
1

2
3

If disaster recovery and business continuity
planning are a priority for SA organisations.
What the major causes of downtime are.
How often organisations test their disaster
recovery/business continuity plans.

WHO RESPONDED
•
•
•

A total of 400 responses were received.
24% of respondents are executive
management and 42% middle management.
38% of survey respondents are from fairly
large companies with between 501-5000
employees and 18% are from multinationals
with over 10 000 employees.

BUSINESS RESILIENCE SURVEY 2016
BUSINESS RESILIENCE SURVEY

WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR NOT HAVING
DISASTER RECOVERY/ BUSINESS CONTINUITY
PLANS IN PLACE?

DOES YOUR ORGANISATION HAVE A
DISASTER RECOVERY OR BUSINESS
CONTINUITY PLAN IN PLACE
- OR BOTH?

59%

33%
24%

16%
10%

8%

8%

6%
2%

Both

Disaster
Recovery

Neither

Business
Continuity

Unsure

Cost

No skills or
resources

Not applicable
in our sector

Connectivity

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING HAS CAUSED YOUR ORGANISATION TO EXPERIENCE DOWNTIME IN THE PAST TWO YEARS?

xx
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56%

Power outages/ failure/ issues

51%

Software/ network failure

23%

Configuration change management
issues and system upgrades

16%

Cyber attacks/ ransomware

13%

Environment influeces
(water/fire/weather/etc)

10%

We have not experienced
downtime in the last two years

7%

Strikes

5%

Malicious employee behaviour

5%

Lack of access to offices

June 2017
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BUSINESS RESILIENCE SURVEY
BUSINESS RESILIENCE SURVEY 2016

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR IT BUDGET IS
SPENT ON DISASTER RECOVERY

WHAT IS YOUR ORGANISATION'S
ANNUAL BUSINESS
CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT
BUDGET?

More than 50%
3%
31% - 50%
8%

More than 50%
40%
41%

11% - 30%
19%

40%

34%

More than 50%
3%

10%

Unsure

BIGGEST CONCERNS WITH PUTTING MISSION
CRITICAL APPLICATIONS IN THE CLOUD

Less than
R500K

8%

R1 million - R5
million

R500K - R1
million

8%

More than
R5 million

IS BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT OF YOUR
COMPANY ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTOR'S AGENDA?

61%

Unsure
5%

More than 50%
3%

Backup
6%
Management
9%

23%

52%
Control
13%

Security
52%

I have no concerns
16%

08
08

18%

Yes

| |June
June
2017
2017

Unsure

June 2017

No

|
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: SECURITY

At risk of attack
and how to reduce risk. Then they move
on to changing behaviour in mitigation of
risk and in the event of an incident. There
are elements of everyone's behaviour – be
it professional or social, public or private
– that must change. This is all about
individuals doing things right the first
time. Ultimately, the goal is to achieve a
strong culture of security that becomes
a fundamental part of the organisational
behaviour.
Some of the scenarios that occur in
the absence of a security culture include
sharing passwords or writing them down;

CHANTELLE VAN WYK, Global IT and
security manager for Striata

W

ith the marked increase in cyber
attacks and ever tighter legislation
around data privacy, it's imperative that
companies prioritise security activities and
interventions. Typically, companies tend
to focus on awareness of security but fail to
change behaviour. Unless the behaviour of
every individual in the group is modified,
the interventions will not reduce the risk
of a security incident.
It is important to have the right policies
and procedures in place, but awareness of
protocols is not enough. In order to really
combat the risks of a security breach in a
company, it has to go beyond awareness
to really impacting conscious behaviour.
This year – 2017 – needs to be the year of
working towards a security culture.
A security culture is an organisational
culture where not only are all the right
security protocols in place, but the correct
behaviour and response to security
becomes subconscious, instinctive and
effortless.
Companies have to start with building
awareness of why security is important
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2017 needs to be
the year of working
towards a security
culture.
leaving computers unlocked while away
from the desk; letting guests wander
around the office unaccompanied; leaving
confidential documents in a public place;
using weak passwords to access company
systems; storing confidential information
on a personal device; connecting to
unsecured WiFi… unfortunately, the list is
long and the potential for exploitation is
high.
No matter how well documented a
company's procedures are or how clear
and available its security policies, if it has
a weak security culture, the company is
vulnerable.

Joint responsibility
In today's world, no company is going
to be able to operate without being both
physically and digitally secure. Companies

have both legislative and contractual
obligations around the security of
products, data and employees. If these
obligations are not met, the company will
suffer reputational and financial losses. If
an employer loses the trust of its client or
market, the impact will also be felt by the
employees. To that extent, security isn't
just the responsibility of the organisation,
but of all of its stakeholders as well.
There are also benefits to the employee
on a personal level when working within
a security culture; for example, a sense of
physical safety while working, and a sense
of digital safety. If an employee works for
a company that takes security seriously,
that employee knows his/her personal
information is safe, and s/he is more aware
of how important it is to keep personal
information safe online.
A strong security culture promotes
stability, trust and increased revenue
potential, making the company better able
to award staff.

Legislation and
regulation
It's not just about passwords and being
safe online; data privacy legislation and
regulation defines an organisation's
overall posture towards data and client
information – how it is gathered, stored
and used.
Employees need to understand what
the relevant data privacy legislation and
regulation means for them, and how they
need to act to ensure the company remains
compliant.
The Protection of Personal Information
Act specifies what information a company
may gather about a person/juristic
person, what it may be used for, and how
long it may be kept. Employees need to
understand how this impacts their dayto-day activities, and how it affects the
company, so it isn't just one more box they
need to tick, but becomes an integral part
of how they do their jobs.
In the security world it's a constant
journey, never a destination...

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DATA ANALYSIS

Thinking big
There is more to gain for insurers with big data analytics.

B

ig data and advanced analytics have
begun to yield big payoffs for a
few insurance companies. And insurers
globally plan to spend more on it over
the next three to five years, having seen
the early successes of companies such as
Progressive in personal property/casualty
(P&C) lines, and AIG in commercial lines.
Annual spending growth on big data
analytics will reach 24% in life insurance
and 27% in P&C insurance on average,
according to the 70 insurers surveyed for
Bain & Company's benchmarking database.
Opportunities expand every day with the
proliferation of new sources, including
sensors, Web chat logs and videos, as well
as the 195 000 datasets that US government
agencies have made publicly available.
Yet most insurers have barely scratched
the surface. Roughly one in three life
insurers and one in five P&C insurers do not
apply big data advanced analytics for any
function, according to Bain's benchmarking
survey. On average, insurers apply big data
to approximately two functions, and many
companies do not have a solid plan to wring
value out of the data.

aggregate and analyse their claims data.
We Predict, a UK-based company, built an
analytics engine that accurately predicts
parts failure, which it now licenses to the
industry. This engine helps to improve
supply chain efficiency (getting the right
parts to the right dealer at the right time),
reduce dealer fraud (detecting when repair
rates are higher than normal and actively
intervening), and raise consumer advocacy
(by anticipating problems before they
occur and notifying loyal customers in
advance).
Underwriting and claims: At a

For firms that dig
deeper, substantial
benefits accrue.

Digging for diamonds

For the firms that dig deeper, substantial
benefits accrue. For example, big data can
improve decisions in the following three
areas:
For the firms that dig deeper, substantial
benefits accrue.
A better customer experience: A life
insurer wanted to reduce the cost and
hassle of expensive blood tests required for
prospective new customers. It found the
right external health data to combine with
the prospects' answers on applications,
and built an algorithm to predict which
prospects would qualify without the
test. The model allowed the company to
eliminate blood tests for 30% of applicants.
Innovation: Some insurance companies
are using analytics to create innovative
new products or expand underinsured
markets. Automakers, for instance, have a
parts warranty exposure of over $60 billion
per year, but they lack the capability to

commercial lines carrier, underwriting
due diligence took up to nine months, with
on-site inspections of scores of properties
owned by any large business applying for
coverage. The carrier decided to review
its own database of clients to uncover best
safety practices and then check US federal
data on safety violations as a way to screen
prospective clients. While the analytics
have helped the carrier reduce expensive
initial site inspections by engineers, the
real value lies in avoiding signing on a
client with a high probability of a $100
million accident down the road.
Turning to claims, Santam in SA wanted
to reduce the fraud rate of its medical
claims. Working with IBM, the company
decided to analyse three years of customer
data to hypothesise where fraud was most
likely to occur. It then established a set of

JOHN BEAUMONT,
Partner in Bain & Company's Johannesburg office.

rules on claim type, amount and other red
flags to segment incoming claims and take
appropriate action.
Claims data, combined with pathology
results and customer questionnaires,
has helped Santam forecast and prevent
further health risks. The initiative saved
$2.4 million in the first four months, and it
has given Santam the ability to accelerate
half of its processed claims by putting
them to straight-through processing. As
a side benefit, the initiative identified a
motor insurance fraud syndicate in the
first month.
To get more familiar with big data
analytics, insurers should start with
small steps. They should choose a case,
hypothesise what data will correlate with
the behaviour in question, obtain easily
accessed data sets and begin modelling to
see what develops. They can then build
their capabilities so as to use analytics to
their full potential. By applying big data
in the right places and the right ways,
insurers can develop insights that are
difficult to replicate and eventually build a
competitive advantage.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: IoT

Saving the rhino with IoT
The Internet of things has the potential for so much more
than increasing the bottom line.
going to have to think outside of the box.
It is time to get creative. Using the same
ruthless savvy people employ to make
money, it is past time that every possible
opportunity is leveraged, and a plan is
formulated, before it is simply too late.

Time for action
IOT, data analysis, data mining and
predictive analytics are all about
harnessing massive amounts of sensor

JESSIE RUDD, Technical business analyst
at PBT Group

E

very day, a huge amount gets said
about how the Internet of things (IOT),
data analysis, data mining and predictive
analytics (to name a few) can and should be
used to keep companies relevant.
Much is said about how it should be
giving them insight into their customer
base and how it can enable a solidly green
bottom line. The focus is so firmly based
on profit and customer satisfaction that
I think it's forgotten there are myriad
applications this kind of technology can be
applied to, which have absolutely nothing
to do with profit. Or even really have
anything to do with business. Rather, it
has to do with protecting the defenceless.
As of now, there are only around 21 000
white rhinos left in Africa, and even fewer
black rhinos – around 5 500. The Asian
rhinos (greater one-horned, Sumatran and
Javan rhinos) are struggling even more,
with the Javan rhino numbering less than
70 worldwide. All for the sake of a horn! A
bit of keratin. The same stuff that hair and
nails are made of.
I think it is clear to everyone that if
there is to be any hope at all of saving
these magnificent and wholly defenceless
(against humans) creatures, people are
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The reality of
this continent is
that GPS tracking
of rhinos is
commonplace.
information, structured and unstructured
data, social media posts, etc, to make
informed, intelligent and fast decisions –
decisions that affect the bottom line, but
also decisions that affect the customer on
a very base level. So, why not employ the
same speed, the same types of insight and
the same types of intelligence to saving
these creatures being hunted to extinction
and viciously decimated. Not too long ago,
Cisco and Dimension Data started doing
just this.
The reality of this continent is that GPS
tracking of rhinos is commonplace.
Believed to be the first project of its
kind, both companies are researching
and deploying a number of different
technologies in an unnamed South African
reserve to fight against poachers and
poaching. It's unnamed to protect the very
creatures they are trying to save.

The technology they have developed
harnesses the power and potential of IOT
and, among other things, monitors and
tracks individuals as they enter the gates of
the reserve, right up until they leave. That
may not sound very impressive. However,
when you consider just how large some
of the reserves are in Africa, and just how
ruthless poachers can be, it really does
become vital to track any and all suspicious
behaviour in the reserve. That is simply not
possible without some kind of sensor array
and real-time data analysis.
Just as vital to the project is the
collection, collation, analysis and vetting
of information about all the employees
of the park. This includes game rangers,
security personnel, tech and control centre
teams. Using all the information collected,
a secure Reserve Area Network was created
and WiFi hotspots were installed at various
key points dotted around the reserve.
Following this, CCTV, drones sporting
infrared cameras, thermal imaging, vehicle
tracking, IOT sensors and seismic IOT
sensors on a secure intelligent network
were deployed around the reserve.
Sadly, the reality of this continent is that
GPS tracking of rhinos is commonplace.
Drones are used to monitor and spot
poachers, cameras are put into place to
survey the long border fences, security
checks are done on employees. So much
data, from so many sources. Big data and
IOT at its very best. So, if it can be ensured
that the right people with the right skills
are put into place, the good guys may just
be able to win the fight by collating and
interpreting all this information to predict
and prevent attacks.
Poachers are generally very happy to
throw large amounts of money at people.
And sadly, people are all too willing to
accept those large amounts of money for
the sake of one sacrificial rhino.
Data is not so easily bought. It is not so
easily sold out. When it is used correctly, it
is powerful in the story it can tell. I really
hope it will one day tell the story of how it
helped to save the rhino.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: INNOVATION

Agile accelerates innovation
An agile approach splits a project into segments and then
prioritises the key features to develop.

T

he first image that springs to mind at
the mention of John Deere is probably
an old-school machine tilling soil in the
heartland or mowing a suburban lawn.
It's surprising to learn, however, this
179-year-old Illinois-based manufacturer
is using new millennium tactics honed in
Silicon Valley to speed innovation.
About six years ago, Deere's Global
Technology Innovation Network, an
internal team tasked with discovering
potentially disruptive technology, started
schooling its team on agile methods in a
bid to speed up its product development.
Now the team can turn an idea into a
working prototype in about eight months,
a process that used to take a year-and-ahalf or more.
Agile is old hat for IT executives who
have been applying its small-team
approach and rapid feedback loops for
more than 25 years, and for good reason.
Agile methods have more than tripled
average success rates in tens of thousands
of software development projects. In large,
complex projects, agile's success rate
jumps to six times that of conventional
methods. And then there's the ultimate
bonus: the agile approach leads to higher
satisfaction among both employees and
customers. Now companies far beyond the
tech industry are applying agile methods
to everything from marketing to corporate
strategy.

catalogue and have it sent directly to their
dressing rooms, either immediately or at a
prearranged time.
Remote stylists who can offer
personalised fashion advice via video chat
and send recommended items directly to a
customer's dressing room.
In a conventional development cycle,
the engineering department would work
on all three features concurrently, so the
new dressing room experience could be
unveiled at stores all at once (with plenty
of fanfare). The company might plan for
a two-year cycle, but let's estimate the
process taking 18 months from start to
finish in this scenario.
The agile approach leads to higher
satisfaction among both employees and
customers.
Despite the early finish, grappling with
three complex tasks simultaneously would
waste 40% of the team's time on "context
switching" – changing gears as engineers
jump from working on one feature to
another. Interrupting workflow in this way
forces team members to pause, restart and
refocus their problem-solving processes
over and over, killing productivity.
In contrast, an agile approach would
split the project into segments and then
prioritise – ruthlessly, if necessary – the
key features to develop. The team could
then focus entirely on completing one
segment at a time.

Agile's power

Order of importance

Suppose an apparel retailer wants to
overhaul its dressing rooms, sensing an
opportunity to improve both customer
experience and sales. After a series of
brainstorming sessions and workshops, the
group tasked with the redesign identifies
three key features that should define the
store's new dressing rooms:
Magic mirrors that enable customers to
hold up an outfit and see what they'd look
like while wearing it, without having to
try it on.
A delivery system that enables
customers to select an item from a digital

To determine priorities, engineers could
rank each feature on a scale of one to 10,
based on its value to the customer, or
other metrics, such as projected revenue
and the resources required to create it. In
this case, the team might determine the
digital-catalogue delivery system could
generate the most revenue with the lowest
upfront investment. So the team assigns
the delivery system a value of 10.
The remote stylist function will be
slightly harder to design and may not have
quite as big an impact on sales, so the team
assigns it a value of seven. And the magic

JOACHIM BREIDENTHAL,
partner at Bain & Company

mirrors present the biggest technological
challenge, with perhaps the lowest
revenue potential, though they're sure to
wow customers. The mirrors get a value
of five.
If the engineers deliver all three features
simultaneously after 18 months, the
company will reap the benefits of each
for six months in the two-year cycle.
However, if the team takes an iterative,
agile approach, developing each feature
independently in successive six-month
time-frames, they'll be able to get more
use out of the most important feature –
the delivery system – rolling it out with
a full 18 months remaining in that cycle.
The second most important feature, the
remote stylists, will generate benefits for
12 months, and they'll get six months out
of the magic mirrors. The engineering team
also wastes less time and energy switching
gears between projects.
To be sure, agile won't succeed without
management support and proper
implementation. But, for companies trying
to solve complex problems with unknown
solutions in shifting market conditions,
agile can produce similarly excellent results
– even outside the IT department.
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COMPANY NEWS

HARDWARE
New ineo + series joins
high-performance league

Hooke’s Law – Stress and Strain Test

DEVELOP SA, a wholly owned Bidvest company, has launched the new
A3 line-up of the 45ppm-65ppm range, namely the ineo + 458 / ineo +
558 / ineo + 658 multifunctional printers (MFPs), in South Africa. Key
features of the new series include high productivity and reliability, user
friendliness, preservation of the environment and excellent finishing
options. With today's frenetic business pace, it has become increasingly
important for office staff to have access to a reliable multifunctional
system that can quickly produce quality products. The new ineo +
series is a productivity enhancer and is extremely easy to operate.
www.develop.co.za

As a manufacturer of a variety of indoor and outdoor server cabinets,
CPS Technologies is positioned to address the problem of overloading
servers into server cabinets. Over time, the cabinets will fatigue and
buckle. CPS Technologies has solved this problem with its range
of server cabinets. The server cabinets can carry loads in excess of
1 000kgs. The cabinets come with a host of other important features,
including easy mobility, secure access points and more. Different
materials have different load carrying capacities. This week, CPS
Technologies shares a video on material behaviour to show that, over
time, material will stress and fatigue.
www.cps-africa.com

DEVELOP's ineo 758 mono A3 MFP:
make it yours

Introducing the POLAR
cabinet range

DEVELOP SA, a wholly owned Bidvest company, has sharpened
its focus on meeting the specific document production and
management demands of start-ups and SMEs, with the
introduction of its new, highly customisable multifunctional
printer (MFP), the ineo 758 mono A3. Marc Pillay, CEO at
DEVELOP SA, comments: "DEVELOP's solutions can easily be
incorporated into daily working habits and will help to save on
time when it comes to routine office tasks like printing, scanning
or copying. This focus on time and cost saving is more evident than
ever before, with the ineo 758, as users can customise individual
screen features, specific functions and workflows.”
www.develop.co.za

CPS Technologies introduces the perfect air-conditioned server
cabinet for harsh environments, as there are environments that
require a solution to protect servers from harsh external factors.
These sectors include mining, power plants, dusty workshops,
etc. The POLAR cabinet range is ideal for these harsh areas. Heavy
gauge steel and sealing with continuous air-cushioned rubber
gaskets ensures the cabinet is dust-proof, waterproof and well
protected. The front and rear doors are secured with a threepoint locking system. The CPS cold series of cabinets are perfectly
suitable. The air-conditioned units are fitted with a condensate
dissipater perfect for production environments.
www.cps-africa.com

The World’s
Most Important
Gathering of
CIOs and Senior
IT Executives
18 - 21 September 2017
Cape Town, South Africa

Early Bird
Expires
21 July 2017

Register
Web: www.gartner.com/events/emea/cape-town-symposium
Email: Emea.registration@gartner.com

COMPANY NEWS

SOFTWARE
ServiceDesk
Plus recognised
as industry
trendsetter

CONDYN is excited to make
available its new e-mail security
solution, which includes
business continuity in the
cloud when your mail server is
offline. "It's an exciting day for
us as a company, at CONDYN,
launching a service that has been
proven and tested," says MD
Jorina van Rensburg.
www.condyn.net

ManageEngine, the real-time
IT management company,
announced that ServiceDesk
Plus, its flagship ITSM product,
has been recognised as a
Champion in the Info-Tech
Research Group Mid-Market
Service Desk Vendor Landscape
report. ManageEngine's
inclusion and placement in
the report is a testament to
its leadership status in the IT
service management market
and its ability to provide bestin-class ITSM solutions with
enterprise-ready capabilities
for mid-market companies.
"As organisations mature, they
have to continuously innovate
to get more business value
from their IT operations and
are constantly looking for tools
that deliver results," said Rajesh
Ganesan, director of product
management at ManageEngine.
www.itrtech.co.za

Warning to those
running legacy
software

Obsidian
Systems reveals
big data secret

It is incumbent on accountants,
CFOs and CIOs to rid
themselves of redundant and
volatile technology or run the
risk of being held personally
liable for damages incurred
by the business through
data corruptions or other
technologically related
downtime. Their ignorance
of this fact will not absolve
them, says Palladium Software.
Despite being renowned as
early adopters on both the
technological and legislative
fronts, from the King Reports
on Corporate Governance to
IFRS reporting standards,
South African businesses still
seem to be stuck in the Dark
Ages when it comes to the
technology used to develop
their mission-critical business
software.
www.palladium.co.za

The strength of open source
software is the community
that helps to develop it and
the vendors that adopt it,
and that's just as true in the
world of high-end enterprise
solutions for real-time big
data management as it is for
traditional data warehousing
and business intelligence.
Obsidian Systems, SA's leading
open source software provider,
has partnered with global
leaders to bring the benefits of
live data capture and analytics
to local companies, with
some of the most powerful
and cost-effective platforms
available. Obsidian continues
to reinforce its leadership
reputation by leveraging the
capabilities of its key partners,
including Hortonworks and
Talend.
www.obsidian.co.za

Jorina van Rensburg, CONDYN

CONDYN debuts
e-mail security
solution

May madness
EasyBiz QuickBooks, the leading small to medium-sized business
accounting software, recently offered its biggest discount on
QuickBooks Online. QuickBooks Online is the world's bestselling
online accounting software. During the week of 2–5 May,
QuickBooks Online was on sale for 70% of the normal selling price.
By subscribing to QuickBooks Online at this hugely reduced rate,
users had even more freedom to manage their business anywhere,
anytime, on any device. QuickBooks is all about empowering the
entrepreneur to ‘work smarter, not harder' and these Web-based
mobile applications help business owners connect to their data
when and where they need it.
www.quickbooks.co.za

Hollard undergoes
system upgrade with DVT
Hollard, SA's largest privately owned insurance company, has
initiated a major software system upgrade and migrated its
direct and partner insurance operation's software platform from
physical servers to a virtual environment, following a successful
performance testing project with software and solutions
specialist DVT. Ahead of a major upgrade to the latest version of
its core line of business systems, Hollard enlisted DVT's Quality
Assurance team to determine the performance impact of the
upgrade on Hollard's call centres, claims agents, branch network
and customers. At the same time, DVT was also tasked with
troubleshooting performance issues on Hollard's physical server
infrastructure.
www.dvt.co.za

Best practices
for agile, DevOps
adoption
A new Forrester report based
on a survey of more than
28 000 customers described the
powerful combination of agile
principles and DevOps, and how
application innovation and speed
can impact the bottom line. By
embedding workflow scheduling
into the development process, these teams can help ensure
success, says BMC Software.
www.bmc.com

TIBCO, Mercedes-AMG Petronas
Motorsport form global partnership
TIBCO Software, a global leader in integration, API management,
and analytics, has announced a global partnership with the 2016
FIA Formula One World Champions, Mercedes-AMG Petronas
Motorsport. As an Official Team Partner, TIBCO will provide the
team with expertise in the area of advanced analytics through the
TIBCO Insight Platform, while the distinctive TIBCO logo will be
featured on the helmets of the team's drivers Lewis Hamilton and
Valtteri Bottas. "We are very excited to become an official team
partner of Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport, one of the most
recognised and trusted global brands,”said Murray D Rode, chief
executive officer, TIBCO.
www.tibco.com
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FINANCIAL
Connect
direct
to SARS using
AgileFile
After the successful launch
in 2016 of AgileFile by
CommerceQuest SA,
under the AgileCloud
banner, a number of
companies have purchased
and are already using
AgileFile to send their
third party files to SARS.
As SARS submission
time is fast approaching,
we suggest you take a
look at AgileFile and
what it offers. The SA
Revenue Services (SARS)
introduced an additional interface for the submission and transfer
of third party data files using IBM Connect: Direct, to provide a
secure solution for point-to-point file transfers. IBM Connect: Direct
provides a near real-time solution for reliable, secure file transfer.
www.agilecloud.co.za

Esker’s Q1 revenue is a record
SPI, the African distributor for utility software products and
services to the open systems segment of the IT industry and the
southern African reseller for Esker, a leader in document process
automation solutions, announced the latter's Q1 2017 sales revenue
amounted to €18.7 million, a 15% increase over Q1 2016. These
results include the sales revenue of recently acquired German
company, e-integration. With €0.9 million in sales revenue,
e-integration achieved 16% growth over the same period in 2017.
This performance is slightly higher than expected and reinforces
the relevance of the acquisition for Esker. Esker has experienced its
most successful quarter in its history.
www.spi.co.za

Black Diamonds fuel Africa’s
financial services sector
The rising middle class, aka ‘Black Diamonds', and the need for
financial inclusion, are the driving forces in Africa's growing
financial services industry. And to reach the growing middle
classes, financial institutions need to 'mobile' themselves out
of branches and reach out to Africa's savvy consumers, says
intelligent business solutions firm Rubiblue. Should banks be
able to tap into the massive ‘under/unbanked' and ‘uninsured'
populations, it could lead to a significant increase in new deposits
and premiums. Also, even at lower profit margins, the benefits
associated with leveraging economies of scale should contribute to
returns on the bottom line.
www.rubiblue.co.za

Cloud and
automation:
CaseWare
Africa
realises the
future of
auditing
Technology is bringing
immense changes
to the auditing
profession, which are
predominantly being
driven by automation
and cloud. CaseWare
Africa business leader Theuns Holtshousen says it is predicted
that robotics and artificial intelligence will replace up to 5% of
all jobs globally by 2020. "Even though we think that the African
continent will be lagging a few years behind the developed world,
we have to acknowledge that technology is already impacting
nearly all areas of our lives in one or another way. When it comes
to accountants and auditors, technology offers a platform on
which small and medium practices can compete.”
www.cqs.co.za

NETWORKING
Introducing
Netgear smart
managed
switches
Duxbury Networking
has expanded its range of
Netgear ProSAFE Powerover-Ethernet (POE) smart
managed switches, bringing
the benefits of simplicity
and cost-savings to network
Tobie van Schalkwyk, Duxbury Networking
deployments of all sizes. The
switches are designed to give users a greater choice of port counts
and power budgets as they apply to varying business needs.
https://store.duxbury.co.za
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VOD Communications provides
new twist to digital advertising
Centurion-based VOD Communications has launched a
platform using Cradlepoint's IBR1100 ruggedised LTE WiFi
router, which gives digital advertising companies the
ability to communicate with clients at digital advertising
screens. "The combination of various technologies, enable
advertisers to capture and convert on the spot", says VOD's
Sales Director, Bennie Warnich. "We have created the ability,
to engage, enable and convert, using WiFi technology and
remote management of the digital content, via any advertising
platform. The key today is not how many images are displayed,
but to enable the customer to connect, on the spot, and
communicate with the advertiser.”
www.vodcs.co.za

Coming
soon...
Brainstorm’s CIO Directory is South Africa’s definitive guide to
the country’s IT decision-makers.
Now in its eighth year Brainstorm
magazine’s CIO Directory
publication is dedicated to
championing the executives
responsible for making the

technology decisions at South
Africa’s leading organisations. In
this definitive guide, we celebrate
the importance of the CIO’s role and
achievements of the individual by
profiling approximately 200 of the
country’s top ICT decision-makers.

This well-respected publication
profiles the top CIOs in South Africa,
in corporate enterprises and leading
medium-sized organisations across
all sectors, as well as CIOs/GITOs in
key government and public sector
organisations.

Each cIO PROFILE IncLudEs:
•
•
•
•
•

head and shoulders photograph
career highlights
description of company
current role and responsibilities
technology vision

• how technology has evolved the vertical
industry
• the most significant challenges faced,
and
• basic contact details.

We’re currently putting together the 2017 edition of this annual printed publication. This is the
definitive list of South Africa’s CIOs. To have your profile listed, or to find out about advertising,
don’t delay, e-mail CIODirectory@itweb.co.za or call Adrian on 011 807 3294.
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TELECOMS
Nebula
engaged for
telecoms
expense,
life cycle
management
success

Craig Greenwood-Selby, Infobip

Guide to
mobile
number
validation
Infobip has developed a
specific Number Lookup
package designed to ensure
an enterprise's database
is validated in real-time.
By conducting automated
number portability checks,
the service optimises
routing and charging.
It also gives marketers
the ability to avoid the
unnecessary spend
associated with reaching
roaming mobile numbers.
www.infobip.co.za

A leading multinational
company that sells
products in over 180
countries outside the US
utilised OneView, Nebula's
telecoms expense and
life cycle management
system, to rein in its
telecoms spend and usage.
By automating processes,
OneView made it easier
for the client to keep tabs
on telecoms expenses,
which in turn, enabled
it to save not only on its
telecoms cost, but also
on time spent performing
manual tasks. Within six
months, Nebula lowered
the client's out-of-APN
data costs by 72%, and the
company's roaming costs
have decreased by 48%.
“Nebula is very holistic in
its approach,”
the client stated.
www.nebula.co.za

ZTE SA set
for
growth with
new B-BBEE
partner
ZTE – a global leader
in the provision of
telecommunications
equipment and
network solutions
– is extending its
commitment and
footprint in the South
African ICT market.
Liu Haishi, chairman and CEO of ZTE South Africa, notes this is an
exciting time in the company's South African business history. "We
are moving into a new era and our focus is to grow relationships
and extend our footprint in the SA market. We are very excited to
announce the signing of a new B-BBEE partnership with a 100%
black female-owned enterprise, Saldomax Technologies. The
alliance serves to affirm ZTE's compliance and its commitment to
South Africa.
www.zte.com

DVT delivers
turnkey
mobility app
for Pivotal Data
Pivotal Data has deployed a
turnkey mobility application
that gives the company's
telephony clients access to
all the functionality of their
desktop phones from their
smartphones. The mobility
application was developed
by software and solution
specialist DVT. As an agnostic technology provider, Pivotal Data
builds and manages hosted contact centres and offers its clients
enterprise-grade telephony services with service providers of their
choice. "We wanted to offer customers the option of extending
traditionally desk-tethered telephony services to mobile phones,
but there was no solution we could find that allowed us to do that,"
says Pivotal Data CEO Johan Moolman.
www.dvt.co.za

Raising a glass to fibre
Fibre is a great technology which has recently become readily
available to residential and business customers. This type of
technology's bandwidth capabilities scale well beyond the needs
of today's most demanding applications, says Sonic Telecoms.
The company adds that fibre is a dielectric, which makes it a far
safer option as it does not present a potential spark hazard. Due to
the low power loss of fibre, longer distance transmissions can be
achieved. While copper-based technologies are typically limited to
a maximum distance of 100 metres, fibre, on the other hand, can
transmit data reliably up to 2 000 metres.
www.sonictelecoms.co.za

Yealink
launches T5
Smart Media
Phone series
Yealink, the global leading
unified communication
(UC) terminal solution
provider, announced the
release of the company's
T5 Smart Media Phone
series. The series, which
includes the T56A, T58A
and T58V, was made
available globally for
channel distribution and sales on 20 April. Yealink's T5 Smart
Media Phone series provides an all-in-one solution for business of
all sizes. Designed for today's busy executives in various vertical
markets, the series features an industry-unique design, highdefinition audio and video quality, as well as the Android operating
system. The T5 Smart Media Phone series is particularly beneficial
for users who need access to specific and customisable apps.
www.yealink.com
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If you’re in the IT channel, you’re probably used to the fact that IT has its own
language, and we’re not talking Cobol here.
For you, the words ‘mouse’, ‘tablets’ and ‘cloud’ have different
meanings than for most of the population. In your
world, a ‘security consultant’ is someone
who understands firewalls, not a
doorman at Teazers. And a ‘vendor’
isn’t someone who’s trying to sell
you sunglasses at the robot.
Whether you work at a vendor,
distributor, systems integrator,
value-added reseller, managed
services provider, technology
consultancy or run a computer shop,
you need to know what’s going on in the
fast-paced ICT world.
Written exclusively for the South African channel
with an independent focus, The Margin is designed
to provide you with insight into technology trends,
sales opportunities, tips on how to grow your
business and ultimately provide you with the
information you need to improve your margins.
If you want a fresh voice and different conversation
about what’s happening in the channel, The Margin speaks your
language.

To subscribe to receive The Margin magazine in
print for free, visit www.themargin.co.za today.
You can also download digital versions (PDF, or
for iPad and Android).

AN

PUBLICATION

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
Security
solutions for the
smart home and
business
Securing just one aspect of your
home or business is no longer
an option in a market where
criminals are seemingly always
one step ahead. BT-SA notes the
popularity of integrated security
systems is on the increase,
particularly as a smart home or
office solution. "Just to secure
the perimeter of your home
or business, but neglecting to
monitor access control, is not an
option these days," states Erik
Jordaan, MD at BT-SA. "Security needs to be viewed as an onion
concept, where multiple layers make up the whole, and only one
layer does not make for an entire solution."
www.bt-sa.co.za

Companies need
the unabbreviated truth
Information systems change all the time. Couple this with the
fact that new threats arise constantly and it's easy to see why
security systems implemented or updated last month can't keep
pace with security requirements right now. The truth is securing
an IT environment is extremely complex, and it's not something
that is stagnant either. This is according to Richard Broeke, GM at
Securicom – a leading South African managed IT security services
company. “Our experience shows that a company's security
posture is directly related to the possibility of a security incident or
breach taking place,” he says.
www.securicom.co.za

One Channel
warns of gap in
security
Ransomware has emerged as the
most serious malware threat of
the 21st century, with criminals
projected to extort billions from
their victims in 2017. Acronis
partner One Channel warns
that, with the help of a harddrive-encrypting virus, cyber
criminals force users to choose
between paying an online
ransom or losing their files
forever. It says the rapid growth of this form of hi-tech larceny
has led many businesses and users to leverage cloud-based storage
and backup services in an effort to foil ransomware attacks. One
Channel CEO Bernard Ford says backup still remains the most
effective tool against data loss.
www.onechannel.co.za
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ISACA launches
real-time,
real-world
cyber security
platform
ISACA is changing how cyber
security training is delivered,
with the latest additions to its
Cybersecurity Nexus (CSX)
portfolio of resources – the
CSX Training Platform and
Assessment Tool. The CSX
Training Platform offers learners
an easily accessible, constantly
updated education environment
that gives administrators
clear insights into employee
performance, so organisations
can ensure they hire and retain
the best talent on the frontlines
of cyber security defence. The
on-demand, performancebased training and assessment
tool, conducted in live
environments using real-world
threat scenarios, is the first
of its kind. The CSX Training
Platform addresses those pain
points with the first-of-its
kind cloud-hosted assessment
feature.
www.isaca.org

Dallmeier
attends
Airport Security
Summit
Dallmeier Electronic attended
the launch of the Second
Annual Airport Security
Summit on 20-21 April, in
Barcelona. The summit delved
into challenges within airport
security operations, offering
a fresh overview of issues
faced in today's technologydriven security solutions,
as well as providing deeper
insights into issues such as
airport security strategy,
data security improvements,
risk management and threat
assessment, security training
and staff development. The
second annual event provided
an excellent opportunity
to learn more about recent
projects and advances from
inspirational speakers. Besides
individual case studies and
panel discussions, networking
breaks offered the opportunity
to discuss potential risks and
improvements in security.
www.dallmeier.com

Varonis Data security platform
helps with POPI preparation
Varonis Systems, a leading provider of software solutions that
protect data from insider threats and cyberattacks, announced that
its award winning Data Security Platform (DSP) assists in driving
readiness for the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPI) as
organisations await the South African President's proclamation
of a commencement date. The Varonis DSP helps organisations
secure personal information as outlined in POPI by identifying
and mitigating exposure of sensitive data, automating access and
retention processes to secure enterprise data and detecting and
alerting on deviations from known behavioural baselines with
regards to accessing that data. The platform detects suspicious
activity and prevents data breaches.
www.varonis.com

ICT INSIGHT
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Security at the touch of a button
Brinant Security Services required a mobile forms solution that will
eliminate the use of paper and improve the overall efficiency of the
customer onboarding process. It invested in Meniko, which provides
off-the-shelf solutions, called GreenForm, for electronic forms
capture that can be customised to suit the specific requirements
of individual customers. Unlike paper files that must be searched
manually, digital files can be searched using keywords included in
either the file name or the content, no matter where the document is
located. The Meniko solution was designed to improve the enrolment
and registration process by enabling secure paperless transactions.
www.meniko.co.za

Mustek selects
Epicor ERP for support
Epicor Software Corporation, a global provider of industryspecific software to promote business growth, announced today
that Mustek has chosen the next-generation enterprise resource
planning (ERP) solution, Epicor ERP, to support its growth goals in
SA. The solution will be implemented by epic ERP, an experienced
local Epicor partner, to replace the company's operational systems
across the group, enable advanced mobility, cloud adoption, and
improve the integration of information and productivity. Mustek
is a South Africa-based assembler and distributor of personal
computers and complementary ICT products, servicing a wide
range of technology and end-user needs across the country.
www.epicor.com

Redstor restores
100% of student data
The Academy, Selsey, forms part of The Kemnal Academies Trust
(TKAT), and prior to using Redstor's cloud backup software and
services to store student data, The Academy, Selsey was using a
traditional tape-based backup method. While this process was
able to successfully backup its 1TB of student data, it presented a
number of challenges for the school's IT manager, Daniel Sapseid.
Redstor's Backup Service for Schools (RBUSS) was rolled out across
the school in July 2015. It automatically protects data residing on
desktops, laptops, servers and network attached storage devices
according to retention policies and schedules set by the user.
www.redstor.com

Redstor proves a winner in
hospitality industry
The Redstor Backup Pro solution has given Hospitality Technology
International (HTI) a cost-effective and user-friendly solution to
meet its backup and recovery requirements. "We are currently
using it for our database server, but are investigating installing
it on some of our other servers with smaller files,” said Rasigan
Kander, technical analyst at HTI.
www.redstor.com

TECHFORUM
J2 Cyber Security
Centre – threats
keep rolling in
J2 Software has been involved in
preventing attacks from exploited
hosts in Cape Town, Durban and
Boksburg in the last 30 days alone,
says John Mc Loughlin, MD of J2
Software. It has been a busy time
for all involved. "The J2 team has
been hard at work dealing with the
John Mc Loughlin, J2 Software
challenge of ever changing threats.
We have continually amended our approach to keep up with the needs
of customers and the ultimate goal of keeping their businesses secure,"
says McLoughlin, adding the team has been implementing processes
and procedures aimed at adding even more value to customers.
www.j2.co.za

ENTERPRISE
T-Systems SA, Huawei announce
enterprise cloud for SA offering
T-Systems South Africa and Huawei have announced they will be
bringing Open Telekom Cloud (OTC) to local shores. OTC is a simple,
secure and affordable open stack public cloud platform that will deliver
on-demand, pay-as-you-go cloud services to enterprises. With the
advent of industry 4.0 and the digitalisation of organisations, OTC
will bring the best of global cloud innovation to South Africa and
will enable South African organisations to operate and compete on a
global scale. This partnership, which will see T-Systems adding a new,
transformational public cloud offering to its existing portfolio, was
officially announced on 20 April 2017.
www.un-outsource.co.za

EOH expands utilities
meter and billing capabilities
Workforce Management (WFM) Solutions, an EOH SAP Services
business unit, has entered into a strategic global partnership agreement
with technology solution provider company PROLOGA. Together,
the two companies will deploy utility solutions to customers in South
Africa and other geographies where EOH operates. Headquartered
in Germany, and delivering projects in various European and
South American markets as well as in Australia, PROLOGA's deep
specialisation in the utilities, waste and recycling industries will now
also enable EOH to grow its portfolio of offerings to address challenges
faced by municipalities and utilities across the continent, and beyond.
www.eohsapservices.co.za
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Events Calendar
2017

BUSINESS
By: ZENSAR TECHNOLOGIES

Zensar, TUT University
partner to provide enhanced
ICT skills training
J U LY
ITWeb Data Centre
Summit
Date: 25 July
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

A U G U ST
ITWeb Smart Cities
Date: 17 August
Venue: Gallagher Estate,
Midrand

Frost & Sullivan
GIL Africa

Date: 17 August
Venue: The Table Bay Hotel, Cape
Town

S E P TE M B E R
Gartner Symposium/
ITxpo Africa

Date: 18 – 21 September
Venue: Cape Town International
Convention Centre

N OVE M B E R
AfricaCom
Conference &
Exhibition:

Date: 7-9 November
Venue: Cape Town International
Convention Centre
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ensar Technologies, a leading provider
of digital solutions, software and
infrastructure services, announced that it
has entered into a formal MOU with the
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT),
Pretoria, South Africa as part of its Skill
Development Program (SDP) which is aimed
at developing new IT skills and generating
employment. As part of this understanding,
Zensar will collaborate with the university
to improve Industry readiness of TUT's
students and give them an opportunity to
work in an industry-like environment under
expert guidance during their final academic
year.
Commenting on this, Sandeep Kishore,
CEO and Managing Director, Zensar
Technologies said: "Our skills development
initiative in South Africa has successfully
trained local students, turning them into
well-rounded IT professionals. We look
forward to working closely with Tshwane
University of Technology towards creating
the future generation of industry-ready
talent."
Prof Stanley Mukhola, Deputy ViceChancellor, Teaching, Learning and
Technology said: "We are delighted to have
Zensar partner with us in bridging the gap
between potential and opportunity. Our
students will benefit from the international
exposure to learn, experience and exercise
ICT skills. We are one of South Africa's
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leading universities and we always strive
to set new milestones in academics by
providing strong learning avenues for
our students. We look forward to this
engagement as a step in the right direction,
of creating a global footprint, which will set
the stage for our students to come across
more opportunities across a wider horizon."
Prof Maredi Mphahlele, Executive Dean:
Faculty of ICT stated: "This is a historic
moment for TUT as we partner with Zensar.
Currently, the ICT industry is experiencing
widespread disruption in high-end
technology solutions in robotics, social
media, analytics etc., where ICT skills play
a vital role. I acknowledge and appreciate
the opportunity of collaboration offered by
Zensar. This is an exciting initiative that is a
key milestone in TUT's history."
"We are committed to working closely
with the academia, here in South Africa
to advance their initiatives in ICT skills
development. Zensar's Skills Development
programme has over the years, developed
and empowered the local student population
to be gainfully employed with Zensar
or its clients / the industry, working on
cutting-edge technologies. This tie-up will
enable us to work closely with students
while still studying, share best practices
and knowledge much earlier and provide
opportunities to a broader set of talented
student community," commented Harish
Lala, Senior Vice-President and Head,
Africa, Zensar Technologies.
The agreement includes multiple
initiatives aimed at creating additional
learning opportunities in the ICT arena for
the students as well as create a knowledge
repository on joint research papers penned
by experts from the University and Zensar.
Special workshops and seminars will be held
on campus on upcoming technology trends
by experts. Zensar will further provide
various Internship opportunities to TUT
students, focusing on ICT skills which can be
structured and aligned to Students Project
submission. Students will benefit from
practical implementation of their courses,
giving them insights, and giving them the
much needed exposure to be ready for the
industry.

BUSINESS
By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA, IT IN GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Digital training on offer
for Northern Cape women

Top
Jobs
Channel Manager

NETWORKS UNLIMITED
Min 3 – 4 years’ front line sales
experience in similar products
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 273000

T

o promote use of ICT among women
and young people, telecoms deputy
minister Hlengiwe Mkhize introduced the
Lwazi Digital Literacy Training Project in the
Northern Cape.
According to the telecoms department,
the decision to introduce digital training in
the Northern Cape follows the success of a
similar project unveiled in Tlabane, North
West in 2015.
The agreement during the launch was
that this project will be rolled out in other
provinces and the unveiling in the Northern
Cape is a follow-up to that agreement, says
the department.
Mkhize, who has championed the
participation of more women in the ICT
sector, notes the aim of the project is
to enrich young women out of school
with local digital skills training so they
can participate fully in the 21st-century
economy.

…,there is a continuous
need for access to be
accompanied by meaningful
usage which comes after
acquisition of skills.
Young women need literacy and
numeracy, but also soft skills like
communication and leadership in order to
participate in the knowledge economy and
to take advantage of rapid technological
expansion, she says.
"The Northern Cape is one of those that
have been identified by the president
for broadband rollout as it is one of the
underserviced areas. According to [the]
Statistics SA census 2011, Northern Cape had
a household Internet access percentage of
over 25% with a mobile penetration rate of
over 80%."
The deputy minister adds: "The rapid
growth in access to mobile phones and
other devices brings with it new economic,

Sales Account Manager

KHIPU NETWORKS
Proven experience in working
closely with customers, building
relationships with the right people in
any organization
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 273060

MS SQL Server DBA

HLENGIWE MKHIZE,
Telecoms deputy minister

social and educational opportunities.
However, access alone is not enough;
there is a continuous need for access to be
accompanied by meaningful usage which
comes after acquisition of skills."
As part of the launch of the provincial
digital project, the telecoms department in
partnership with the office of the Northern
Cape premier also introduced a Web site
dedicated to supporting women who are
victims of abuse.
Other government entities involved in the
project include the provincial department of
correctional services, SA Police Services, as
well MECs for transport, safety and liaison,
education and environmental affairs.
Mkhize explains: "Through this Web site,
women will be able to include their business
profiles, access more business information
and also give them the opportunity to
network in their community.
The Web site will also act as a support
mechanism for women who have been
victims of gender-based violence by
providing information of local councillors,
police and support groups in the area to
assist those affected."
In addition, Mkhize unveiled a computer
laboratory at the Moremogolo TVET
College to give young people e-skills and
also prepare them for entrepreneurship
opportunities.
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SEQUEL SUPPORT
Experience: Minimum 4 years MS SQL
Server DBA experience
Western Cape
R40,000 to R50,000 per month
Ref No: 273113

Senior Manager

BCX
At least 10 years total ICT experience
of which at least 2-3 years should have
been in management/team leading
roles
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 272997

C# Developer

BTG RECRUIT
Successful candidates will get to work
alongside SA's top C# developers and
software engineers - many who are
legends in the industry
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 272560

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

CHANNEL
CipherLab signs with EET Europarts
EET Europarts adds CipherLab's innovative handheld computers
and bar code scanners to the POS & Auto-ID portfolio. The newly
signed distribution agreement makes CipherLab's comprehensive
product range available for resellers via EET Europarts' sales
offices in the UK, Ireland, DACH, Benelux, French-speaking
Africa and in the Nordics. "We are delighted to team up with EET
Europarts, which will be able to bring our products to the notice of
Europe's specialist auto-ID and data capture resellers and system
integrators," says Vita Chang, director at CipherLab Europe. "Our
reseller partners will benefit from locally based industry expertise
and fast fulfilment.”
www.eetgroup.com

Ability Solutions
leverages IOT,
Processware
FlowCentric Technologies
is proud to showcase its
Innovation Partner of the Year,
Ability Solutions. Ability offers
a range of vertical solutions
in the ERP space, as well
as a number of horizontal
solutions that address business
intelligence, business process
management, demand planning
and analytics. The South
African-based organisation
focuses primarily on the
financial services and wholesale
distribution industries, but
has solid experience across a
broad spectrum of industries
ranging from bulk distribution
to heavy industrial equipment
management. "Ability's goal has
always been to create a seamless
product offering, using the best
technologies available," says
John Olsson, sales and marketing
director of Ability Solutions.
www.flowcentric.com

FlowCentric
Technologies
honours
partners
FlowCentric Technologies
celebrated its partners’ 2016
successes at its annual Global
Partner Awards ceremony,
held at Sable House in the leafy
suburb of Monument Park. The
awards are presented to topperforming partners whose
remarkable efforts contributed
to the success of FlowCentric
Technologies in 2016. The
Global FlowCentric Partner
Program connects a diverse
range of partners and their
solutions to customers who
are striving to make digital
transformation a priority. "Our
annual Global Partner Awards
ceremony gives us a chance
to really acknowledge the top
performing members of our
partner network," said Jacques
Wessels, CEO of FlowCentric
Technologies.
www.flowcentric.com

Kyocera Document Solutions SA
recognised as leading SA-based VAR
Kyocera Document Solutions South Africa was one of the South
African value-added resellers (VAR) to bring home Laserfiche's
top-selling Winners Circle Achievers Award from this year's
Empower conference. Noscotek, the SA-based distributor, joined
Kyocera Document Solutions SA at the Winners Circle retreat,
with both companies being recognised as top-selling achievers
within the Laserfiche VAR community. The companies shared the
limelight with 65 other award-winning VARs from around the
world. Empower is an international event hosted by Laserfiche – a
premier software player in the enterprise content management
space – that celebrates excellence in innovation in customer
implementations across the globe.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za
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ICITP
presents
SA’s first IT
professional
designation
The Institute of Chartered
IT Professionals (ICITP)
has launched the
first South African IT
ITCP (SA) – the new standard for IT pros
professional designation,
namely, Information Technology Certified Professional (ITCP) SA,
which is accessible worldwide. Recognised by the South African
Qualifications Authority, the ITCP designation is the entry-level
designation of ICITP, designed to create specialised practitioners in IT.
www.icitp.org.za

Nexthink names
Onsoft reseller partner
Nexthink, the unique provider of end-user IT analytics, has announced
a partnership with Onsoft. Headquartered in Cape Town, Onsoft is
a sales and services-orientated company that has been active in the
helpdesk niche market since 1999, with extensive knowledge of the
local conditions. Onsoft has a long track record of implementing service
and asset management solutions for customers throughout Africa.
By adding Nexthink to its solution portfolio, Onsoft is positioned to
transform the way customers monitor and improve the performance of
every application from the end-user perspective. Customers will have
real-time visibility of everything that runs on their hardware.
www.onsoft.co.za

Karen Vivier
joins Kyocera
Document
Solutions
New to Kyocera Document
Solutions South Africa is
hardware product manager,
Karen Vivier. She will manage
the product life cycle of Kyocera's
A3 hardware range, ensuring
suitable products are launched
into the channel, with the
Karen Vivier, Kyocera Document Solutions SA appropriate price positioning.
Vivier was previously product manager at Nashua, Rectron and
Samsung Business Solutions.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Unlock the full flavour
with Smart Wine Monitor
EET Europarts is the distributor of the Kelvin K2 Smart Wine Monitor,
the number one wine-improving product in the world. With Kelvin K2
smart wine monitor, it's easy to achieve the perfect temperature and
ultimately the perfect wine experience, according to EET Europarts.
Kelvin K2 is suitable for all wine types. Simply strap it around the
bottle, even if the wine is in the refrigerator, and the monitor sends
temperature information to your smartphone. The free app then lets
you know when your wine is ready to serve. The free Kelvin K2 app
contains knowledge of more than 200 wine types and styles.
www.eetgroup.com

ITWeb is an indispensable source of news, information and insight
for those who make technology investment decisions, for companies
that provide technology solutions or services of any kind,
as well as for investors and tech enthusiasts.

First with IT news. Every day.
www.itweb.co.za
info@itweb.co.za | Tel: + 27 11 807 3294 | Fax: + 27 11 807 2020
326 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, South Africa

Go “INCOGNITO”
We are pleased to announce a
private-format CV presentation.
This concept enables job seekers to post their CVs in incognito
mode – to expose their skills, education, work experience and
credentials to the top recruiters in the country, without revealing
their identity.
The recruiters will be able to request contact with a job seeker who
chose incognito mode, and the job seeker will have the choice of
accepting or rejecting the contact request. If the job seeker accepts
the request, the contact details will be sent to the recruiter, and the
recruitment process will continue from there.
In the incognito mode, a job seeker also has the option of
predefining which recruitment agencies get to view his or her
contact details.
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www.careerweb.co.za
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